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Abstract--- Cross country trade has been visible since the 15th century where traders from India and China met 

up to trade their goods via the barter system. However, the growth of trade has been enhanced since then to include 

cross border trading while still maintaining the conventional way of doing business where customer and supplier 

interact face to face. Progressively, in the 20th century, the evolution of business became more global. Globalization 

has changed the patterns of trade around the world and specifically, the internet has exponentially developed and 

grown. The internet has not just modified the way the customers, firms and suppliers communicate, it has also 

rearranged the internal workings of companies and firms, and influenced the nature, foundation and strength of 

competition across the industries worldwide. The emergence of E-commerce is considered to be the new way of 

conducting global commerce or the improvement of contractual link among the sellers and buyers without either of 

them coming into substantial contact with each other. The shift from a physically oriented commercial environment 

to a knowledge-based electronic environment poses serious and substantial issues in relation to taxation and 

taxation regimes. This study details the digital tax models currently imposed among Asia-Pacific countries. 

Keywords--- E-Commerce, Digital Taxation models, Asia-Pacific countries 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In worldwide purchases and sales via online has become common among consumers and suppliers nowadays. 

This movement of business transactions are known as Electronic Commerce or in short known as E-Commerce. This 

technique of operations beings out many benefits to the suppliers and customers. Since this technique is not that 

unique anymore most traders are using this mechanism to boost their sales at the same increase’s intense 

competition among similar suppliers. Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce) is defined as a method whereby the 

supplier and customer could engage in a business transaction without having to meet physically face to face (Kirti, 

2014). Adoption of E-Commerce has led to companies/organisations changing their business strategy from brick and 

mortar to computer-generated business. In the 21st century, performing business via electronically have shown a 

great impact towards economic growth. In developing countries this type of strategy could have a greater impact 

towards the economic growth. Majority of E-commerce transactions could be categorised as B2B B2C C2C and 

B2G type of transactions. The above acronym denotes businesses to businesses, businesses to consumers, consumers 

to consumers, and business to government respectively. 
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The vast improvement towards the usage of electronic commerce for sales and purchases of goods or services, 

has created intense debate among countries on the appropriate taxation systems that could be used at the acceptable 

level to charge. The change from physical focused business environment towards an electronic environment creates 

serious and significant issue towards taxation system and regimes. (Mustafa, 2008) Tax administrations at 

worldwide facing a formidable task in order to protect their income generation without hampering either the 

progression of new technologies or the involvement of the business community in the evolving and growing e-

marketplace. While a country could impose taxes on residents’ purchases from foreign country suppliers, but they 

can’t create a responsibility on those suppliers to collect the tax except the supplier has a significant presence in the 

country. These problems will be greater for developing countries. This research reviews the taxation regimes/models 

imposed among Asia-Pacific countries.  A total of 14 countries are included in the study. 

II. DIGITAL TAX MODELS 
2.1 Digital tax model – Australia 

From the date of 1st July 2017, Australia has imposed digital taxation system policy compulsory for any business 

either Australian resident or Non-resident. The business in the above classification is needed to register with 

Australian Tax Authorities under the Goods and services tax. The minimum sales required for the registration is set 

at AU$ 75,000. The consumption tax that is Goods and Services Tax are taxed at the percentage of 10 per cent on 

the overseas online businesses which have any trading activity with any Australian local customers. 

Expanding from the earlier digital tax policy, overseas businesses that trading with the minimum amount of AU$ 

1,000 linking with the product such as electronics, furniture and clothing too will be exposed to GST at the pace of 

10%.Australia focuses on the area of indirect taxes for now in terms of digital tax policy. Meanwhile, direct taxes 

are yet to be discussed. 

2.2 Digital tax models – China 

On 8thApril2016, China introduced digital tax framework whereby, customers who are purchasing products and 

services via CBEC, and the electronic transaction information that could be retrieved via customs, is mandatory to 

remit importation taxation that includes tariffs, value-added tax, and any consumption tax (if there is). Even though 

there is an only transaction below RMB 2,000 and annual transactions totalling under RMB 20,000 could relish a 

provisional zero %charge rate and lowered importation Value Added Tax and Corporation Tax rates will be charged 

at 70 percent of the taxable amount under the general rule. Tax freedoms are not offered. 

Assuming custom department were unable to retrieve the electronic transaction information or CBEC info for 

products or services being purchased on overseas stores via the internet and transported straight to China. Those 

products are subjected to parcel tax. However, the parcel tax rates were altered to 3heights, which is 15 percent, 30 

percent and 60 percent. Conferring to the authorized clarification, the decent pack evaluation charges would be 

proportional to the relating importation costs charges under the universal trade framework, be that as it may, the 

prohibition is so far available for due obligation whole below RMB 50.  
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Two frameworks that exist for a foreign company embarking in CBEC business:  

i. Shipping directly framework whereby denotes a situation whereby any goods that are warehoused at 

foreign location that is being transported using global carrier service to end-users in the country directly after they 

perform the orders online. 

ii. Bonded warehouse framework allows under if the goods are momentarily put in storage at the bonded 

warehouses established in the CBEC pilot cities under the country’s customs supervision before they are delivered 

to domestic customers.  

For both models as above mentioned, customers who purchase imported goods will be required to pay import 

tax, VAT and customer tax (if applicable) 

Parcel tax that was adjusted currently provides a scheme whereby only applicable to products transported for 

consumption by China residents with a value beyond RMB 5,000and consumption by a non-resident with a value 

above RMB 2,000.Products that are valued below the above said limits are tax exempted. Even though customers 

can benefit from a 70% discount on import taxes for sale cross border e-commerce transactions under RMB 2,000 

for yearly transactions. 

2.3 Digital tax models – Hong Kong 

Currently, there is not any provision towards digital tax policy, but E-commerce transactions are determined and 

levied as a normal business operation. There are 3 taxable rules as per Hong Profit as below: 

 Any person that engaging on a business transaction in Hong Kong, 

 any profits to be charged are from such business transaction or business carried on by the person in Hong 

Kong (excluding profit from the sale of capital assets) 

 Any profits arise in or are derived from Hong Kong. 

As per Hong Kong rules, the imposed taxation percentage for a corporation incorporated in Hong Kong is at the 

percentage of 16.5% meanwhile for unincorporated business the rate stands at 15 %. The same rate will follow suit 

for any e-commerce business transactions. 

2.4 Digital tax models – India 

In India, Finance Act 2016 that was brought into ITL a balance obligation of 6% of the proportion of idea for 

decided organizations, (for instance, online notice, any game plan for cutting edge publicizing space or any 

office/organization with the ultimate objective of online advertisement or some different organizations as embraced 

got by a non-inhabitant for an undisputable business formation in India, from an occupant in India who does 

business or from a non-occupant having a permanent establishment. Such a balance duty was planned for saddling 

businesses web-based business exchanges among them. The levelling toll would be imposed with impact from 1 

June 2016 and, to maintain a strategic distance from twofold tax assessment of pay that has been dependent upon an 

adjustment demand, such revenue will be excluded by the non-occupant following the ITL whereby gave the 

administrations are not adequately associated with a permanent establishment of the non-inhabitant in India. India 
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groups every advanced item under the Online Information Database Access and Retrieval administrations also 

known as (OIDAR) in short. 

Every services and products are subjected to 18% Goods &Services Tax consumption tax, and there's no edge 

for appraisal selection. That suggests that if you are offering to end-users in India, you ought to enlist for Indian 

consumption tax that is goods and services tax whereby the charges will be 18% obligation is imperative when 

offering for an individual. Something different, every Businesses transaction between them are verified by the 

turnaround, see that the buyer gives an enlisted obligation number. 

In India, if supplier of the service provider and recipients of the service consumer are from the country are 

eligible for both OIDAR and non-OIDAR services. In this kind of situation whereby the supplier of the service 

provider, as well as the recipient of the service consumer, are in India, the consumption tax will stay as same for 

both OIDAR and non-OIDAR. The GST would be imposed in the regular rate that is 18% and the supplier of the 

service provider needs to be listed in India and will collect the consumption tax at the percentage of 18% from the 

consumer or end-user. Subsequent of the collection of the consumption tax from consumer, service supplier should 

be depositing the collected amount to the Government of India. Below is the info graphic that is being shown to ease 

the understanding of the movements. 

 

Let’s assume if the supplier of the services provider is from elsewhere and not from India but the service 

consumer location at India, the consumption tax will be subject to either OIDAR or NON-OIDAR service. Below is 

the explanation for both instances. 

NON-OIDAR Products & Services  

For this type of products and services that being rendered, the tariff of the consumption tax be subject to on 

scenario if the service recipient consumer is a registered business entity or is a consumer (i.e. a non-registered 

business entity). The method of applicability of GST in both cases is discussed below:  

If recipient consumer is a business unit 

Following this situation, whereby is a Non-OIDAR product or service, the service provider is not from India and 

the end-use or consumer is from India, the consumption tax will be charged following the Reverse Charge 

Mechanism. Following from this, the service provider need not to register and pay consumption tax to the Indian 

government. 
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Recipient is a Business unit who registered with Goods and Services Tax regime 

Let’s assume on this basis, the recipient consumer is accountable to tax following Reverse Charge Mechanism. 

From this point of view, it creates an obligation by end-user to pay the consumption tax to government. 

Reverse Charge Mechanism for consumption tax that is being shows via a graphic as per below: 

 

Recipient is not registered with Goods and Services Tax 

Circumstances where the consumer isn't enrolled under the consumption tax of GST, it is the obligation of the 

service receiver consumer to accumulate consumption tax from the organization receiver and later remit this 

consumption tax to the Government. The authority community would similarly require to enrolled in the country 

under consumption tax Laws. Notwithstanding whether individual doesn't have any business establishment in India, 

it is essential for such business to registered following the consumption tax ruling in Indian government 

Provider of such administrations will take single consumption tax listing in the country following the Simplified 

Registration Scheme in Form GST REG 10. 

 

If administration provider has a substance in the country speaking to abroad provider in the assessable region for 

any reason, those delegates will become enrolled and pay integrated consumption tax in the interest of service 

provider. On the off chance that the abroad provider doesn't have physical nearness or doesn't have an agent for any 

reason in the assessable domain, he should select an individual in India for the instalment of GST. On the off chance 

that a middle person situated outside India orchestrates or encourages the stock of such administration, he would 
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likewise be needed to be enlisted for consumption tax in the country in all conditions aside from several 

predetermined conditions. 

2.5 Digital tax models – Indonesia 

The assessment branch from the country of Indonesia explained that there is no additional computerized expense 

existence forced, nonetheless, they have forced certain standards to guarantee the commitment to make good on 

government obligation by the advanced players rises to the traditional business charge commitment. They added 

clarified that if an online vendor has a yield of at any rate 4.8 billion rupiahs, dealer and client obtaining any 

products or administration carefully would be exposed to esteem included expense at a pace of 10%.  

On and top of this the vendor will be exposed to an annual assessment at the pace of 0.5% on the off chance that 

it is a small or medium-sized organization and 25 percent corporate expense rate if it is an enormous undertaking. 

2.6 Digital tax model – Japan 

The computerized assessment framework in this country is recognized as Japan Consumption Tax or in short 

known as JCT by a percentage of 8 percent, was presented on 1October 2015. This duty is forced on entire internet 

business exchange led by abroad providers managing neighbourhood customers. The business that arrives at the 

yearly profit of JPY 10 million will be required to enrol as a JCT registered entity with Japan's National Tax 

Agency. Meanwhile, the providers don't have a physical presence in Japan, and they are compulsory to choose a 

nearby qualified occupant charge operator to deal with their assessment matters and where all pertinent duty reports 

can be conveyed. The enrolment necessity is restricted to the provider in B2C exchange. To force the JCT, the 

specialist co-op needs to build up that Japan is where the administration was expended. This can be demonstrated by 

subtleties of the beneficiary and subtleties of the Visa instalments A selection system for outside associations is set 

up (enrolment requires the remote business to assign a guaranteed pro or to have its working environments, etc in 

Japan). Data charge inference is permitted just if the Foreign Service provider is enlisted, in order to envision input 

charge end without obligation portions. 

With respect to a B2B exchange, no enrolment is required on the grounds that the switch charge system will be 

applied. Under this system, the beneficiary of the administration should represent the expenses instead of the vender. 

2.7 Digital tax model – Malaysia  

The Malaysian Finance Ministry (MoF) has reported the usage of administration charge on remote computerized 

administrations – including programming, music, video and advanced promoting, and compelling from Jan 1, 2020. 

Computerized assessment will just apply on administrations offered online that requires an instalment to the 

organization, not on exchanges made. The MoF has said the assessment would be a force on online administrations 

imported by clients, outside specialist organizations, for example, Netflix and Spotify are required to enlist with the 

Customs Department, apply and transmit the significant administration charges. The Royal Malaysian Customs 

Department has a year to guarantee that these organizations register under the expense. 
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2.8 Digital tax model – New Zealand 

In 2016 Todd McClay the Revenue Minister has revealed that all utilization could be products or administration 

to end-consumers or firms which are expended in this country ought to remain exposed towards Goods and Services 

Tax (GST).  

This is the thing that makes our GST framework reasonable, productive and basic. On 1st October 2016 NZ 

presented the consumption tax law which is GST will be forced using scope of remote administrations provided to 

NZ by an outside provider without a perpetual foundation in NZ. GST at the pace of 15% will be forced remote 

provider and go-betweens having a yearly turnover (over a year time span) of NZ$60,000. The providers are relied 

upon to gather 2 non-clashing data as evidence that the utilization occurred in NZ. The GST returns is relied upon to 

be recorded three-monthly. There is no distinction in the enlistment procedure for B2C and B2B. The main state 

where B2B position if they are managing a GST enrolled a nearby business, the remote provider need not give duty 

solicitations nor GST returns. 

2.9 Digital tax model – The Philippines 

The nation is the main market out of the locale with a web-based business tax assessment. The 12% VAT on an 

all-out estimation of online exchanges of more than USD$37,310 became effective in 2016 and is material to 

storekeepers too. For exchanges lower than the edge, a 3% VAT is demanded rather on online exchanges. Any 

individual or substance who, over the span of exchange or business, sells, trades, or rents merchandise or properties, 

or renders administrations, and any individual who imports products, is subject to VAT. The administration has its 

very own difficulties implementing these expenses on various online plans of action as closing sites just prompts 

another being made under an alternate IP address. 

2.10 Digital tax model - Pakistan  

A government proposal for a 5% tax to be imposed on revenues coming from ―fees for offshore digital 

services‖, which affect any payment to a non-resident person for digital services 

2.11 Digital tax model - Singapore  

In this country, digital tariff is being speculated in force starting from 1 Jan 2020. The main aim by the 

Singaporean government is it create a fair play scenario by business operators between the local and foreign. 

Following from the enforcement of the digital tax system all overseas suppliers, sellers trading with digital services 

rendered to indigenous consumer will be compulsory for them to be Singapore consumption tax registrants. This 

registration can be done via Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore in short known as IRAS via the Overseas 

Vendor Registration in short OVR form. 

There are two levels of threshold for the overseas suppliers:  

i. Having annual global proceeds of more than SGD1M  

ii. Business to Consumer digital services to local customers exceeding SGD100,000  
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Upon registration for the consumption tax, suppliers need to identify the location of their end users of their 

product or services. This is the purpose for the supplier to charge and record the consumption tax made to local 

consumers. In Singapore merchant collection model that have been recommended by OECD is being followed if the 

transaction is between business and customers meanwhile usage of the reverse charge mechanism is used if there is 

a business deals with another business. 

2.12 Digital tax model – South Korea 

South Koreans are outstandingly mechanically propelled nation on this world whereby 90% of their population 

are web savvy. They are the early nations that embraced advance tax in 2015.   

The advanced expense framework is a utilization charge framework, whereby a 10% VAT is forced on all B2C 

exchange by an abroad provider to the neighbourhood client. For the B2C exchanging, the abroad provider is 

mandatory to enlist as ―Simplified Business Operator‖ and record a three-monthly return by means of the - "Home 

duty" framework. All instalment must be made into the VAT financial balance kept up in the Woori Bank and the 

profits must be documented in Korean national currency that is Won. 

2.13 Digital tax model – Taiwan 

Starting from 1 May 2017, this country will charge 5 percent of Value Added Tax on digital services supplied to 

users by foreign company. In other word, foreign firms providing digital services will have to register for Value 

Added Tax in Taiwan, file VAT returns, and pay VAT to the Taiwan Taxation Administration. Some factors that 

must be considered:  

• Non-resident providers must register with the tax authorities directly or via a local tax agent.  

• Providers will not be required to produce invoices until 2019.  

• The VAT registration threshold will be NTD480,000.  

• Returns will be bi-monthly.  

2.14 Digital tax model– Thailand 

Thailand government is surveying to adjust its current VAT enactment.  

They are keen on imposing 5 percent Value Added Tax of all internet business products and enterprises 

exchanges from the occupant and non-inhabitant suppliers. Simultaneously, they are thinking about to wipe out the 

current yearly edge of THB 1,500.  

Almost certainly, these remote organizations, who work a neighbourhood site and get instalments in Thai 

national currency or moves cash from Thailand, these transactions is treated as having a perpetual foundation in this 

country and be exposed to the business personal expense. 

Currently its country law, an element consolidated under the laws of an outside nation that behaviours exchange 

or business through electronic techniques, on the off chance that it can be categorized as one of the accompanying 
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classifications and therefore gets pay or benefits in Thailand, will be esteemed to carry on business in this country 

and subject to annual duty in the country, just regarding such profit or benefits: 

• Internet domain that is from Thai country.  

• The payment system that is being created in Thai currency or that requires a cash transfer from Thailand.  

• Any other cases as further prescribed by the Director-General of the Thai Government.  

On the off chance that a substance joined under the laws of an outside nation behaviours exchange or business 

utilizing electronic strategies and doesn't carry on business in Thailand yet gets assessable salary from such 

exchange or business as web-based publicizing expenses, web facilitating charges, or some other sorts of pay 

endorsed by the Ministerial Regulation, the payer of such assessable pay will retain annual duty from the assessable 

pay at the pace of 15% and transmit the duty to the Revenue Department. 

Business people outside this country that trade/s impalpable resource/s or else give benefits through utilizing 

electronic strategies to a buyer or customer who isn't a worth included assessment (VAT) registrant, if its pay from 

selling elusive resource/s or giving administrations surpasses Thai Baht 1.8 million every year, will enrol as a worth 

included expense (VAT) registrant and be dependent upon the worth included duty (VAT) in accordance with the 

guidelines, systems, and conditions recommended by the Director-General. This is compatible with the subsequent 

draft of web business definitive changes that released on 17 January 2018.  

On the off chance that a business person outside the country of Thailand sells insignificant resources or gives 

benefits through a site or application claimed by an outsider, the proprietor of the site or application will be 

esteemed to be the delegate of the business person and will apply for worth included assessment enrolment for the 

business person. 

III. CONCLUSION 
This examination gives an outline of the advanced tax assessment models received by Asia-Pacific nations as 

they continued looking for a level playing field. It poses difficulties in the current structure of the global and 

neighbourhood tax collection framework. Business personal assessment experiences the challenges of distinguishing 

and burdening salaries related to the closeout of products and ventures in this advanced time. The paper gave 

experiences regarding improvements of tax assessment framework among Asia Pacific nations explicitly cooking for 

advanced business as the web-based business condition. Understanding the situation and the complexities, it is 

trusted that the paper has given some light as far as planning a tax collection framework towards the advanced 

economy for the nearby charge specialists to grasp. Countries in the Asia Pacific have taken measures to deal with 

the issues of taxing the Digital Economy by imposing either direct taxes or indirect taxes.   

Web-based business expenses are planned for making everything fair between internet business players. Aside 

from moving over the layers of government and beating weight from huge corporates, and grumblings from SMEs 

calling unfairness, controllers likewise face the huge undertaking of upholding such new changes, particularly 

concerning expense on computerized administrations. Every legislature is assailed by its own difficulties in 

presenting web-based business tax collection and these should be met on a restricted level, given the different 
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limited issues. Asia - Pacific governments would need to give the real usage of web-based business charges a great 

deal of ideas before these assessments can fill in as a valuable device in propelling individual economies. 

In the event that an understanding or collaboration can be made by these nations which look for answers for 

defeat tax assessment issues – and on the off chance that they are effective in coming up a solitary arrangement, 

more business and purchaser are eager to enter the market of online business. Thus, the improvement of web-based 

business will be influenced emphatically, and the two organizations and customers profit by the benefits of web-

based business generally. At that point, nations won't be obliged to suffer charge income misfortune inferable from 

untaxable web-based business exchanges. There is no doubt of governments suddenly enabling their assessment 

incomes to vanish. 
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